Retro Remote Controlled Sofa Bed
with Deep Sprung Mattress

New for 2017

Features

Transforms into a bed at the click of a button!

British made with a lifetime frame guarantee
Transforms into a kingsize bed at the click of a button
Luxury deep sprung mattress
Premium quality woven fabric in 20 colour options
Luxury Reflex foam seat cushions
Fibre wrapped seat fillings for extra cosiness

Accreditations
Tested and accredited to British and European
safety standards including:

Relating to the Mattress
BS EN 597-1 - FR Requirement
BS EN 597-2 - FR Requirement
BS 7177:2008 Domestic - FR Requirement

Relating to the Fillings
BS EN 5852: Part 2 FR Requirements

Relating to the Fabric
BS EN 5852: Part 1 FR Requirement

Dimensions & Packaging
Please note. The remote control version of the Retro 3 seater,
is delivered by our team of trained staff.
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Seat depth 60cm (24in), seat height 48cm (19in)
Width between arms 156cm (65in)
Mattress thickness 13cm (5in)

144cm
(57in)

Contract standard available upon request.

The JAY-BE® Retro Remote Controlled Sofa Bed brings together the best
of traditional upholstery with iconic styling and high quality British
engineering. This sofa bed is unquestionably one of the most luxurious
sofa beds in the world today. At the click of a button, the JAY-BE® Retro
Remote Controlled Sofa Bed will transform into a luxury everyday bed
in seconds. Whether you are looking to treat your guests to the perfect
nights sleep, have an easy life or you simply enjoy having the best, this
Retro sofa bed is sure to impress. As well as unparalleled convenience, the
JAY-BE® Retro offers a superior level of comfort, not normally associated
with sofa beds.

Shown here in Olive

The deep sprung mattress, topped with luxury comfort layers provides real
bed comfort, suitable for everyday use, and the seats are made with fibre
wrapped Reflex Foam to offer total support and long term durability. All
JAY-BE® sofas are made in the UK and every detail is considered. As well
as looking stylish and offering supreme comfort, JAY-BE® use premium
fabrics which are produced in Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, England.
Huddersfield is respected worldwide for producing some of the finest
fabrics available and specialist production techniques, combined with
durable threads guarantee that a JAY-BE® sofa will not only look great but
stand the test of time.

